A novel transposon tagging element for obtaining gain-of-function mutants based on a self-stabilizing Ac derivative.
A novel tagging system AcREH, designed for obtaining gain-of-function mutations, was prepared on the basis of a self-stabilizing Ac transposon derivative. The transposable element, DsAT, was constructed in a way that it can activate transcription of neighboring genes by two 35S promoters and/or by four tandem repeats of the enhancer fragment of this promoter. DsAT revealed somatic excision in the first generation of the tobacco transformants. The element exhibited germinal excision to the next generation, as demonstrated by PCR and Southern hybridization analysis. In spite of the structure of the element, which may inhibit the expression of the transposase gene, the frequency of germinal excision was comparable to or higher than those so far reported, suggesting the applicability of the element for gene tagging.